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A Selective List of Books Available at the San Francisco Public Library 

Compiled by Library Staff 

  

Sundays with Science Series 

February 10, 2013 – Global Warming and the “Goldilocks Zone” 
 

 

 

Goldilocks Zone/Goldilocks Planet 
 

The Goldilocks Planet: The Four Billion Year Story of Earth’s Climate (2012) 

Zalasiewicz, J.A. 

On Order/In Processing: Can place a reserve on a copy. 

Just as Goldilocks’ fairytale bowl of porridge was 'not too hot, not too cold' to eat, so Earth is one of 

the very few planets – perhaps even the only one – that has been 'just right' to support life. The 

delicate connection between climate and life is well documented. What is so new in this book is the 

time-scale of the story. 

Cosmic Jackpot: Why Our Universe is Just Right for Life (2007) 

Davies, P.C.W. 

Call Number: 523.12 D2884c 

Paul Davies tackles all the "big questions," including the biggest of them all: Why does the universe 

seem so well adapted for life? Davies shows how recent scientific discoveries point to a perplexing 

fact: many different aspects of the cosmos, from the properties of the humble carbon atom to the 

speed of light, seem tailor-made to produce life.  

 

Earth Temperature 
 

The Warming Papers: The Scientific Foundation for the Climate Change Forecast (2011) 

Archer, David (editor) 

Call Number: 551.5 W239, (Library Use Only) 

 

The Warming Papers is a compendium of the classic scientific papers that constitute the 

foundation of the global warming forecast. The paper trail ranges from Fourier and Arrhenius in 

the 19th Century to Manabe and Hansen in modern times. Archer provides introductions and 

commentary which places the papers in their context.  

 

Why Geology Matters: Decoding the Past, Anticipating the Future (2011) 

Macdougall, Doug 

Call Number: 551.7 M1477w 

Volcanic dust, climate change, tsunamis, earthquakes – geoscience explores phenomena that 

profoundly affect our lives. Macdougall gives an overview of Earth's history based on information 

extracted from rocks, ice cores, and other natural archives. Macdougall also explains the legacy of 
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greenhouse gases from Earth's past and shows how that legacy shapes our understanding of 

today's human-caused climate change.  

The Great Warming: Climate Change and the Rise and Fall of Civilizations (2008) 

Fagan, Brian 

Call Number: 904.5 F131g 

 

The Great Warming discusses how the earth's previous global warming phase, from the tenth to 

the fifteenth centuries, reshaped human societies from the Arctic to the Sahara, resulting in the 

earth experiencing a rise in surface temperature that changed climate worldwide. Brian Fagan 

reveals how subtle changes in the environment had far-reaching effects on human life. 

 

 

Earth Atmosphere 
 

Eruptions that Shook the World (2011) 

Oppenheimer, Clive 

Call Number: 551.21 Op54 

 

Volcanologist Clive Oppenheimer explores rich geological, historical, archaeological and 

paleoenvironmental records (such as ice cores and tree rings) to tell the stories behind some of 

the greatest volcanic events of the past quarter of a billion years. He shows how a forensic 

approach to volcanology reveals the richness and complexity behind cause and effect, and 

argues that important lessons for future catastrophe risk management can be drawn from 

understanding events that took place even at the dawn of human origins. 

 

Earth: The Biography (2008) 

Stewart, Iain and Lynch, John 

Call Number: 550 St4943 2008 

 

Stewart and Lynch trace the history of their home planet in broad strokes of impact, heat, 

atmosphere, ocean, ice, and today's earth. In famous National Geographic style, large colorful 

photographs that define visual quality are accompanied by surrounding text.  

 

 

Global Warming 
 

The Global Warming Reader: A Century of Writing about Climate Change (2012) 

McKibben, Bill 

Call Number: 363.7387 G51082 2012 

Our most widely respected environmental writer brings together the essential voices on global 

warming, from its 19th-century discovery to the present. The Global Warming Reader provides 

more than thirty-five answers to questions, from more than one hundred years of engagement with 

the topic – essays by Elizabeth Kolbert, Michael Crichton, George Monbiot,  Al Gore, Arundhati Roy, 

Naomi Klein, and many others.  
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The Great Global Warming Blunder: How Mother Nature Fooled the World’s Top Climate 

Scientist (2012) 

Spencer, Roy W. 

Call Number: 363.7387 Sp343g 2012 

A different take on current claims, The Great Global Warming Blunder provides a simple 

explanation for why forecasts of a global warming Armageddon constitute a major scientific faux 

pas: climate researchers have mixed up cause and effect when they have analyzed cloud behavior. 

Combining illustrations from everyday experience with state-of-the-art satellite measurements, Roy 

W. Spencer reveals how these scientists have been fooled by Mother Nature into believing that the 

Earth's climate system is very sensitive to humanity's production of carbon dioxide through the use 

of fossil fuels. He presents evidence that recent warming, rather than being the fault of humans, is 

a result of chaotic, internal natural cycles that have been causing periods of warming and cooling 

for thousands of years. 

Global Weirdness: Severe Storms, Deadly Heat Waves, Relentless Drought, Rising Seas, and the 

Weather of the Future (2012) 

Climate Central, Inc. Staff 

Call Number: 557.22 G5108 

In clear, accessible prose, a fascinating new book that explains climate change--its implications for 

the future and what we can and cannot do to avoid further change--to the layperson produced by a 

highly regarded independent, non-profit journalism and research organization. 

Earth: The Operator’s Manual (2011) 

Alley, Richard B. 

Call Number: 333.7909 AL549e 

This book offers a history of human energy use, abundant evidence that global warming is 

occurring, and a survey of alternatives to fossil-fuel energy sources. Alley writes in an engaging 

style, aiming his exposition at general readers and hoping to convey the facts--and the urgent need 

for action. 

 

San Francisco Public Library Database 
 

Science Online (Facts on File) 

 

Presents a broad range of scientific disciplines through extensive definitions, essays, diagrams, 

biographies, and experiments such as climate change, climate, earth, and goldilocks 

zone/habitable zone. Please Note: You will need a San Francisco Public Library card and PIN to 

access the database. 

 

To access this database, go to the San Francisco Public Library website, sfpl.org.  Hover over the 

eLibrary tab, which will display a pull-down menu. From this menu, click on Articles and 

Databases, and an alphabetical listing of databases will appear. Scroll down to Science Online 

(Facts on File) and click on the link to enter the database. 

 


